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Richie McCaffery reviews
Alice Frecknall, Paul Batchelor
and Leonie Rushforth

Somewhere Something is Burning
Alice Frecknall
Out-Spoken Press, £10

The Acts of Oblivion
Paul Batchelor
Carcanet Poetry, £11.99

Deltas
Leonie Rushforth
prototype, £12

The blurbs accompanying Alice Frecknall’s first
collection, Somewhere Something is Burning, couch
the poems in a ‘surrealist’ mould. Certainly, some of
these poems unfold in a restlessly grass-hopperish
way, jumping from one arresting image to another,
but I feel to call these poems ‘surreal’ is to do them a
disservice. I also don’t accept that the poems
defamiliarize the world; they actively try to make
sense and order out if it, often when there is none to
be found. Frecknall is trying to make sense of an
inherently non-sensical world, a world in which:

My landlord forbids
the use of Blu Tack
but drilling is fine.

(Cyanosis)

One of the key lines in the collection comes from
Welcome to Departures where the speaker declares
“how cruel of the world to show up like this” and the

poems are pressure points where the world rudely
intrudes on someone trying to piece themselves
back together:

[…] Refuse to day
drink. Fetch, rollover, reward myself with
tiny cubes of cheese. Order flowers to
arrive on my doorstep. Adopt the fruit
flies that flirt in my kitchen. Light too
many candles, dip my finger where it isn’t
wanted. Talk to the windows about the
weather, ask them if they feel it when the
sun passes through.

(I go to sleep on my side of the bed)

The collection title is an apt one, particularly
considering the epigraph from Van Gogh “and
passers-by see nothing but a little smoke”. No smoke
without fire is perhaps a cliché’s cliché but there is a
great smouldering underneath these poems, so
much so that the flammability of the book and its
constituent pages are at risk. The subject matter is
often incendiary too – breakups, childhood trauma
and eating disorders:

[…] the split felt like hunger, so I’d
eat until my ribs ached, hug my chest to try
and close the gap.

[…] returning home with
my mother, the metal click of her key in the
yale like a miniature starting pistol

(Moving Day)
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Frecknall is also a fine artist and there is clearly a
honed aesthetic quality to the poems, how they are
sculpted and structured, a heightened sensory
awareness too of colours and of scenes – “Before
you go, tell me again about how/ to keep paint alive”
(Stockpiling). My only reservation is that they spend
so much time on the sensory plane it’s a shame some
of the lines break in odd and often unmusical ways.
However, these sometimes-discordant breaks do add
to a sense of the fragmentation, of the jaggedness of
things when life is really testing us.

Paul Batchelor begins the first section of his
thematically and physically hefty (142 pages!)
second collection with an epigraph from John
Ruskin, in a letter to Tennyson which describes a
feeling of “not the grief of the world but [that] the
loss of it is the wonder of it”. Immediately we’re
made aware that Batchelor is not operating in the
tired ‘poet as elegist’ mode but rather shoring up his
poetry histories, often marginalised, that he wishes
to save from oblivion, from our cultural
benightedness. This is a hard task to pull off without
slipping into didacticism and there are times when
this collection strays into portentousness, though the
polyphony of voices Batchelor uses, such as Civil
War figures, prevents there from being a tyrannical
singular speaker presence.

Firstly the layout of the collection is clever, as section
one – ‘Brother Coal’ – contains what amounts to
Batchelor’s greatest hits since the 2008 appearance
of his first collection, The Sinking Road. Even the
acknowledgements page comes first and, with its
enviable list of prestigious awards and publications,
it serves as almost an apotropaic spell to ward off
any possible criticism of the collection. Who cannot
resist poems of the quality of Comeuppance? No
one quite does the Northern experience (by which I
mean Northumbrian) quite as well as Batchelor, with
his amazing attention to detail, his eidetic memory
for things:

her illiterate faith in language –
the way an idle word,
a bitten off-breath,

could seed the day with auguries;
the way if you said pig
she wouldn’t leave the house
but sit, fixed in her chair,
the way she sits today
cast up on widowhood
like something brittle.

Some of these poems could, I believe, be very
conceivably described as ‘great’ in the heavy
canonical sense of the word. For a collection of this
grandeur, what I like most is when the speaker is at
their most vulnerable, like the disclosure that the
speaker got their first full time job at 37 (A Form of
Words). See The Seven Joys of Failure, for instance.
This is surely a tour-de-force of a peculiarly Northern
brand of fatalism that brought you the likes of ‘no
good turn goes unpunished’:

The second joy
is pecuniary, for when vision is reduced
to the things of the world
it will most often find itself accompanied
by the sorts of behaviours
that go with, lead to, or derive from, money.

Let that be a lesson to the poets starving in their
garrets! There is no way a collection of this size,
depth, scope and range can be adequately covered
in a short review. At its best it is hard to match but
I’d also say that some of the later, longer poems
about neglected figures of the Civil War and John
Ruskin could arguably be jettisoned, though they are
undeniably worthy exercises. I feel this would be a
much stronger collection (sorry to play Herod with
such a distinguished poet) if it was cut in half.

One of the things I most enjoy about reviewing is
making acquaintance on the page with poets I
haven’t come across before and I welcome this
introduction to the work of Leonie Rushforth in the
form of her first collection, Deltas. I worry that
Rushforth’s imagery is so striking, original and strong
that at times it threatens to eclipse whole poems
because the reader remembers the outstanding
descriptions rather the gist of the poem itself:
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First love is a state of primordial calling.
Pure noise, as when a glacier calves.

[…]

[…] In this way I liked to settle
my debts promptly, debt being so cob-webby

(Recalling First Love)

“Cob-webby” debts and calving glaciers are exquisite
images that will remain in my mind longer than the
poem itself. There are recurring themes of
navigation, of the lost orienteering themselves as
well as the struggle to find terra firma or some sort
of vantage point. In In Praise of Saltwater there are
thirsty people who “almost feel/

their thirst is slaked

by saltwater, are comforted by the buoyancy
and not having to stand up

any more

Similarly in Île Maïre we encounter an “uninhabitable
rock” where many ships have been scuttled and
there is “no landing place,/ no purchase”. Other
poems seem much more confident in very accurately
mirroring some of the real quandaries of existence,
as in Reunion, set in a graveyard:

[…] the thought of infants
reunited with the mothers named below them
on tilting stones at the angels’ feet
appals then soothes then appals.

Winning too, is Rushforth’s magical realist take on
the job of the poet in As long as it takes, that we
write in the hope someone will come along and read.
The word becomes:

[…] a coracle made from a snail’s shell
and it’s the river moving through mist,
blank and bankless.

[…] I’ll learn
how to cast from a word a line and wait

as long as it takes, long as it’s taken.

What is particularly admirable about the poems is
their refusal to conclude themselves. There is often a
mysterious, irreconcilable element that gives them
power and intrigue, such as Muntjac:

[…] made a symbol of a muntjac
picking its material way across the paddock,
believing itself to be both spotlit,
as indeed it was, and invisible.

Many poems are taken up with the enigmatic nature
of the writing process itself, how poets are
compelled (whether they like it or not) to try and
make sense of the world, to see patterns in things
when perhaps those patterns don’t exist or aren’t
apparent to most of us. And what happens when the
world can’t be rendered into reason and logic?

[…] This
is not a sign I thought – the world
has been wiped down for prints.
The rain was on its way is all.
I’m about to take my leave.
Like the rain, you’re not far off.

(Leavetaking)

Like the title, Deltas, these poems are liminal poem-
scapes, made from the fertile silt and alluvium,
forging little runnels in a landscape in constant flux
where “nothing retains its place for long” (Delta).

Richie McCaffery is the author of four poetry
pamphlets, including Spinning Plates (HappenStance
Press, 2012) and First Hare (Mariscat Press, 2020),
and two full collections with Nine Arches Press –
Cairn (2014) and Passport (2018).
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